6 Million American Jobs would kill 5 Billion people until 2043?!!
Operation on Intercepting Global Extinction by Methane Catastrophe due to Ice vanishing in
Arctic(＝Arctic Cooling Engineering)would require Global co-operating Big Project.
The cost is coarsely estimated from about few B$/year to initial machine cost=2T＄＋annual
cost=0.3T$/y.Note World Military Budget＝1.7Ｔ$/ｙ,World Oil Spending＝26Ｔ$/ｙ !!
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf
Think Big,but not small !!.
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[１]：Deadly Idiots of Climate Worrier,or Deadly Idiots of Climate Ignorant ?!
❶Certainly Approving Paris Agreement is Nothing,but Our Extinction?!.

Paris agreement

Real effective Climate policy

by IPCC(UN)the injustice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paris_

Urgent Arctic Cooling Engineering Operation

Agreement

Urgent 80%CO2 cut Global Operation

Conserving Regime the status quo

Revolution to global Climate Wartime Regime

IPCC is fatal in hiding Methane
Catastrophe Risk in Arctic.
2°C is recipe for disaster
(J,Hansen).
Pursuing to limit the increase to
1.5°C above pre-industrial levels is
decisively needs
the policy mentioned in right box,
(80%CO2 cut),however they will not
declare climate wartime,
Above all,there seem nothing
concrete action plan.
Above is temperature curve by 80%CO2 cut
http://www.777true.net/Accounting-principle-verify-re
construction-the-Past-Climate-Records.pdf

*Warning by Arctic Methane Emergent Group<click below site>:
Unless urgent Arctic Cooling Engineering,we would face fireball earth hell in few decades
due to bursting massive 1000GtC methane in Arctic sea floor by sea water warming.
http://www.ameg.me/

❷View from mass others,it is certainly nothing but outrageous incompetent idiot
who has been endeavoring in the deadly impossible matter.
Also author-himself has been worrying about consecutive claiming urgent revolution on
global climate fixing operation. Because,as is known well by everyone,it has been almost
nothing winning possibility by 99% probability in the current global political trend. They has
been entirely ignorant on the deadly climate fact ,but entirely too busy in own BUSINESS for
saving today and tomorrow life.As for mass of them,especially imminent saving today and
tomorrow life is far important than invisible and dubious future climate hell. As for the least,
they who had known climate actuality,such Paris agreement by IPCC the injustice is mere a
hypocrisy of temporal remedy for hypocrite policy makers and for many climate worrier org
in the world. Thus both in left and right,they are wrong at all.
However also author knows salvation possibility still now
by intercepting Arctic Methane bursting.!!.
CO2 global warming is gradual and almost reversible,
while that of Arctic methane decay is abrupt and irreversible(positive feedback realization).
❸Arctic Warming by ice decay in the positive feedback.
Positive Feedback.is, a warming is to cause more warming.Ice melt increase black sea
surface area which absorb more solar heat,then it turn to more ice melt.This is irreversible
process,which never be ceased without man made Arctic Cooling Engineering.
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf
❹Witch hunt society the fatal disease in USA .
A terrible aspect of USA is that USA is witch hunt Society against communism & climate.
As was mentioned,real effective climate salvation needs global revolution to turn regime the
status quo.Above all,the emperor hate it and has been endeavoring in hunting witch.
Thereby people has been in fear for it toward becoming coward and obedient.
❺Those who wish planet extinction must go and see

innocent,but great NATURE with many kind of wonderful seeds.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6lt2JfJdGSY
➏Those who wish planet extinction must go and see

innocent,but cute children in many races.
https://www.unicef.org/

❼reference:
⑴Rand Paul: Paris Climate Deal Would Kill 6 Million American Jobs
Breitbart,May 27, 2017
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2017/05/26/exclusive-rand-paul-paris-climate-deal
-would-kill-6-million-american-jobs/
Sen. Rand Paul (R-KY), a leading ally of President Donald Trump’s in the U.S. Senate, told
Breitbart News exclusively in an interview in his office this week that at least six million U.S.
jobs are at risk if President Trump does not pull out of the leftist Paris climate deal.
This should be a paradoxical suggestion.
⑵Global warming is inevitable and 5 billion until 2043 , , may die if nothing

is done in time ,and they are hidden from worldwide population .. says
Jucelino Luz
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/aquecimento-global-inevitavel.htm
He may be the final,but strong Brazilian prophet in the mankind history.
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf
⑶Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
IPCC scientists(who were once ignorant on Arctic Cooling Engineering at that time) are
deadly betrayers against humanity.
⑷Save the Arctic sea ice while we still can!

2015/03/06

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html
Fortunately researchers are increasingly confident that a stratospheric aerosol haze,
produced from sulphur dioxide, SO2,could provide significant cooling of the Arctic for
modest expenditure of the order of a few billion dollars per year.This type of cooling could be
replaced by cloud brightening using ultra-fine seawater droplets when the technology is
ready for large-scale deployment within a year or two.
This is technology intercepting solar heat into Arctic sea by spreading sea water droplets.
＊red characters are by author;Note World military budget＝1.7Ｔ＄/ｙ,World Oil spending
＝26Ｔ＄/ｙ !!
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf

[２]：Terrible American Obsession and Idiocy.
Now(2017/5/27)Trump America is once again going to final pleasure in carbon narcotism
by leaving Paris agreement ?!!.Certainly the agreement is hypocrite,but not real salvation.
⑴Witch hunt society the fatal disease in USA .
A terrible aspect of USA is that USA is witch hunt Society against communism & climate.
By anyway,it is false accusation to person non favorable against the American regime.
As was mentioned,real effective climate salvation needs global revolution to turn regime
the status quo.Above all,the oil emperor hate it and has been endeavoring in regulation or
hunting witch. Thereby people has been in fear for it toward becoming coward & obedient.
They have been strongly being brain washed by pressure of the witch hunt.
http://www.777true.net/Imminent-Task-of-Us-All-to-Make-Global-Unite.pdf
⑵Those who don’t work should not eat in USA, is it really ??.
It is told that American hate and disdain communism and socialism with social welfare.
On the other hand,they are told to recommend so called libertarianism.However,
life of those who engage military industry complex are heavily cared by huge tax.
With CIA,they recently have been entirely devastating Middle East(South America)World
by the brutal violence without building nothing healthy products. America is very crooked
big communism-socialism nation in the world.The cost is outstanding in the world.
American people may be almost tax slaves serving military industry complex.The
American strong competitive society toward pursuing technological and economical
hegemony in the world has been going on in order to make the tax and the conscious of
American supremacism without that of sin ,which turn to cause disastrous world .
Not only in domestic,but also in the world,economical exploiting from abroad nations
has been going on in order to make their income.For example,it is told Japan the
miserable Idiot,but diligent nation has been dedicating to USA government bond as much
as about 700T¥(～7T$).While they had been attacked by earthquake weapon by twice
times in 1995/1/17(Hanshin-Awaji)and 2011/3/11(Touhoku-Fukushima).In 2010, Haiti was
attacked.Then Haiti and Japan were entirely innocent at that time,America must owe
the deadly crime against humanity.It is those deeds that had caused America the worst.
⑶Declaring climate wartime regime is to assure people’s life.
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

Declaring wartime regime is simultaneously making all people soldier,whose life must be
cared by nation.Certainly the past pleasure life would be ceased to become rather tough .
However it is far better than encountering outrageous cruel mass dying in climate hell world.
Now the most decisive deficit is their imagination on coming climate hell world !!!.

[３]：Operations in Climate Fixing would Become Big Business ?!!.
It is not that ⑴ is best way ,but an example of very coarse calculation.
This is the deadly task both for Russia and USA,the latter is most CO2 accumulating nation
in the world,so they must take their responsibility.Also the other nation is almost the same.
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf
⑴Coarse Total Cost Estimation on Ice Wall Building in East Siberian Arctic Shelf.
(ESAS):Total Pump Cost＝SP~ initial machine cost=2T＄＋annual cost=0.3T$/y
This is cheap cost for

saving planet earth !!!

If the unit(VP＝3m3/m) cost is 20000$.
＊Machine Cost＝20000$x(10nationsx3860units)＝772x106$＝77Billion$.
＊Station Floats(100mx234m)Cost＝＜100$？/1m2×23400m2＞×50＝1.2T$
＊15Kw Pump Fuel Cost＝0.0014$/s×10nationsx3860units×(4x30x24x3600)＝56B$/y

☞:56B$/26Ｔ$/ｙ＝3％ CO2 increasing！。This could be reduced to 0!!! by employing.
100Kw wind turbine(～10000$?).The total cost＝10000$×10nationsx3860units＝40B$/y.

*cost for soldiers/y＝10nations?x386?×50000$?＝19B$/y.

26Ｔ$/ｙ

*Note World Military Budget＝1.7Ｔ$/ｙ,World Oil Spending＝

!!

This is possible cost,so we must urgently go to the action !!!.
⑵Those estimated cost is equvalent to make big jobs the favorable for global surviving.
⑶Industry Conversion Economics the Emergency.
Big CO2 cut is to recommending big industry conversion the favorable.
As is known for everyone,it is only needs(＝market)that enable new industry creation.
The needs is decisive for us all the planet inhabitants who wish to live.
While conserving old regime industry of carbon energy with that of car is merely keeping
deadly desperate carbon narcotism toward global extinction in climate decaying world.
Possible investment for coming industry conversion is not small,but enough big to absorb
the big abundant global money.The calculation is task for economist wtih engineer both in
public and non-public.As for new energy engineering,author is not expert,but optimistic at
all. Because once new needs policy had been determined by government,the investment
with developing ability never fail,but become great endeavoring. Try and bet it !!!

[４]：Appealing to the Society in Economics,Technology and Science.
How silly are we the planet prisoners fighting with each others toward global extinction!!!
http://www.777true.net/Imminent-Task-of-Us-All-to-Make-Global-Unite.pdf

Total Nuclear War,

Fireball Earth by Methane Catastrophe

Reference:
http://www.777true.net/How-to-sale-the-Climate-Policy-hated-by-All.pdf
This is one page leaflet for the quick guidance.
http://www.777true.net/It-is-not-politician_but-doctor_scientists_only-who-can-declare-patie
nt_climate-worsened_to-urgently-go-hospital.pdf
http://www.777true.net/The-fatal-failure-of-IPCC-climatology_Why-is-IPCC-impossible.pdf
It is incompetency of climate science society that has been causing difficulty at now !!!.
http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf
These are coarse guidance for climate engineering.
http://www.777true.net/Do-or-Die_Mending-on-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reac
tion.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Q-A_Die-or-Do_Mending-the-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution
-Reaction.pdf
http://www.777true.net/More-Confrimation-on-the-Climate-Fact.pdf

This is reexamination of all possible risks in climate decaying.

